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This book is really 
cool.I hope a lot of peo-
ple like this book. This 
book is  dedicated to 
my family.
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Bubble boy is a super hero! Turn the page to find out how he got to be a superhero!

CHAPTER 1
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Bubble Boy



B

Bubble Boy was gracefully blowing bubbles when the wind blew a 
bubble in his mouth! It was a magical bubble, so he went to sleep. 
That’s how he became Bubble Boy, because the magical bubble gave 
him magical powers. 

Before Bubble Boy was Bubble Boy, he was a normal boy named Ja-
son. Jason was around 10 years old, and was in 6th grade. He likes 
Pokemon, he’s good at reading and writing, and his favorite sport 
was hockey. Jason liked to play Pokemon White 2 on his 3 DS dur-
ing his free time. He doesn’t like going to his room, and he also 
really likes Bakugan and Rayman. He has a cat named Faine. He 
likes dogs too, but only when they’re nice and when they don’t 
climb on him. He loves cats! 

    

It was June 16th, 2013, and Jason walked to the park because he was 
bored and his friend Billy invited him to the park to blow bubbles. 
The grass was green and the clouds were a little bit dark, but it 
wasn’t going to rain. There were only 10 people in Bond park, so it 
wasn’t really that popular. 

He walked up to Billy. 

“Hey, what’s up? Did you bring your bubble tube?” Billy asked.

“Yes I did.” Jason said.
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Billy was shocked, and he waited a long time for Jason to wake up. It 
was 12 in the afternoon and he had to eat lunch, so he had to leave 
and go home. Jason woke up a while later, and he felt a little dizzy. He 
was really thirsty, and when he looked in his pockets, he found a mini 
soda! 
! “Oh I didn’t know I had a soda in my pocket..” He said, but he 
was thirsty so he drank it. It was Pepsi, and he didn’t like Pepsi that 
much, but it was the only thing he had to drink so he drank it. 

He only drank half of the Pepsi because he didn’t like it that much. 
Suddenly, he felt a burp coming on, so he opened his mouth, and 
Burped!

When he opened his eyes, he saw a bubble. A bubble had come out of 
his mouth when he burped! He was very surprised. 

“I wonder if I can blow a bubble with out burping.” He said, and took 
a deep breath, and blew out. One bubble floated out of his mouth. It 
was a medium sized bubble. 

“Wow, I didn’t know I could blow medium sized bubbles!” He said. 
Lets see if I can blow Big and small bubbles!

Then he decided to become a Super Hero so he decided he could call 
himself BubbleBoy. 



So, they started blowing bubbles. They were just having fun blow-
ing bubbles, when all of a sudden the wind blew a bubble into his 
mouth. The bubble was magical, and put Jason to sleep. 
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In this chapter Bubble Boy has to defeat laser loser and Needle Nerd! Turn the page to find out how!

CHAPTER 2
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Needle Nerd



He used his powers to fight villains and save the town. The villains 
were named Laser Loser and Needle Nerd. They are really evil 
villains.They are always curious .They were in their  lab when they 
heard there was a new  super hero in town.  there needed to be a vil-
lain so they decided that there had to be a  villain to fight BubbleBoy. 
So they decided to become the villains. 

Laser Loser and Needle Nerd wanted to take over the world, just like 
real villains would. First they decided that they had to defeat Bubble 
Boy. Then, they were going to make a bunch of robots that controlled 
people’s minds. They were in their laboratory, and they had a com-
puter that could search for anyone’s house, no matter where they 
were. 

They typed in “Bubble Boy” in the computer  and it automatically       
found Bubble Boys house. Needle Nerd let out a yell joy when they 
finally found out where Bubble Boy lived!! Laser Loser was very 
happy as well. At last, the first part of their plan was completed.

They walked and walked, and walked, until they finally found the 
house. It was Monday when they left, and by the time they reached 
Bubble Boy’s house, it was Monday of the  next week. The door was 
unlocked, so they opened it and just walked in to Bubble Boy’s house. 
Laser Loser and Needle Nerd asked Bubble Boy if they could have a 
drink of water. 

“Needle Nerd and Laser Loser, it wouldn’t be fair if I defeated you so 
easily after you’d walked for like a week. So yes, you can have a drink 
of water.” Bubble Boy said.

! “Thank You.” Needle Nerd and Laser Loser said. They drank 
the water, and started battling.

Needle Nerd had a bunch of needles in his pockets, and Laser Loser 
could shoot lasers out of his eyes. Bubble Boy had bubbles full of acid 
that he blew at Needle Nerd. 

Needle Nerd popped the bubbles, but the acid flew over their heads, 
and they started to run, but it was too late! Needle Nerd and Laser 
Loser fell to the ground in panic.

Bubble Boy had saved his house, his town, and the rest of the world! 
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The battle has happened... Find out what happens to Laser Loser and Needle Nerd in this chapter!

CHAPTER 3
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After The Battle



the villains were badly hurt 

they ran to Alaska and never came back 

the town was having a party 

 bubble boy was on the news

Needle Nerd and Laser Loser were both very badly hurt by the 
acid in the bubbles. They were in a lot of pain, so they went to the 
hospital. And after their checkup was done, they ran away to 
Alaska. They lived alone in a house made out of some sticks they 
found on the ground. They lived as hobos. 

Back at the town, they were having a really fun party near the Em-
pire State Building. Bubble Boy was at this party, because this 
party was in his honor because he destroyed the villains. When the 
party was done, Bubble Boy went back to his house and turned on 
the news.

Much to his surprise, he was on TV! Bubble Boy was really happy 
and surprised. 

On June 30th, he got married and had kids. His kids inherited his 
powers of bubble blowing. He said to them, “Use your powers 
wisely”.

They all lived happily ever after.!

The End!
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Praise For “Bubble Boy”  

i loved your book because  it was cool and the super hero was nice.That story was  
funny But you FORGOT THE HAMSTER! (Jason’s story had a mutant hamster) i loved 

when you added hobo part because hobos are a funny joke.and  liked your pictures 
sincerely jonathan anthony ghezzo

This book was nice and funny and I also liked when you added a cat and a hamster.
I   liked also  how you said what Jason liked.- Pranathi    


